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• In certain cases, Radioisotope Electric Propulsion (REP), used in conjunction with other propulsion systems, could be used to reduce the trip times for outer planetary orbiter spacecraft. It also has the potential to improve the maneuverability and power capabilities of the spacecraft when the target body is reached as compared with nonelectric propulsion spacecraft. Current missions under study baseline aerocapture systems to capture into a science orbit after a Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) stage is jettisoned. Other options under study would use all REP transfers with small payloads. Compared to the SEP stage/Aerocapture scenario, adding REP to the science spacecraft as well as a chemical capture system can replace the aerocapture system but with a trip time penalty. Eliminating both the SEP stage and the aerocapture system and utilizing a slightly larger launch vehicle, Star 48 upper stage, and a combined REP/Chemical capture system, the trip time can nearly be matched while providing over a kilowatt of science power reused from the REP maneuver. A Neptune Orbiter mission is examined utilizing single propulsion systems and combinations of SEP, REP, and chemical systems to compare concepts.
I. Introduction
Various authors have studied the use of electric propulsion powered by radioisotope power sources for science missions beyond earth orbit. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] More recent work has shown that such radioisotope electric propulsion (REP) spacecraft can orbit or co-orbit various large and small science targets beyond Mars with transit times comparable to large fission-based nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) vehicles, but deliver less science payload with proportionately less power available for science instruments. Although REP vehicles would be much smaller and have less on-board power available for science instruments than fission-based NEP, REP vehicles, like those using NEP, could conduct missions that are not accessible to chemical, solar electric or aerocapture vehicles. 6 This recent work discovered that using a medium class launch vehicle with an upper stage can reduce the REP trip times 50% from past estimates by using the launch vehicle to provide the Earth escape and acceleration while the REP (generally) only has to decelerate and shape the trajectory to capture at the target.
A Neptune Orbiter mission has been identified as a mission of much interest, 7 and the performance of many spacecraft configurations have been analyzed in reference to this mission. The NASA's Evolutionary Xenon Thruster (NEXT) Program used a Neptune Orbiter mission as one of its deep space design reference missions to help in the development of requirements for the system. 8 Many propulsion systems were traded against each other using this Neptune mission during the Integrated In-Space Transportation Planning studies. 9 These systems included chemical, SEP, NEP, solar and nuclear-thermal propulsion, solar sails, and tethers. An all-solar powered mission, utilizing power antenna technology, was also studied. 10 The Vision for Space Exploration 11 calls for "robotic explorers [to] visit new worlds first, to obtain scientific data, assess risks to our astronauts, demonstrate breakthrough technologies, identify space resources, and send tantalizing imagery back to Earth." Advanced solar and radioisotope power, electric propulsion, and chemical propulsion as well as aerocapture are technologies that can enable many of these goals set forth in "The Vision."
The combination of these technologies has the potential to offer many benefits to the robotic explorers of the next decades. These technologies can also be applied, once demonstrated, to the human exploration missions to the Moon, Mars, and beyond that will follow these robotic explorers.
II. Systems Analyses
A. Spacecraft Analysis A combination of propulsion systems make up the different spacecraft configurations examined in this study. These spacecraft configurations are detailed in Table 1 , and include REP, SEP, and chemical propulsion systems individually and combined, as well as aerocapture. Depending upon the combination of propulsion options the science spacecraft will require a different design. Stage and Spacecraft designs originate from spacecraft concept studies conducted both at Glenn Research Center and at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Radioisotope Electric Propulsion Spacecraft
The baseline REP spacecraft was developed as part of an REP concept study led by the Advanced Concepts Branch at NASA GRC. This concept (see Fig. 1 ) included all necessary components to successfully accomplish a New Frontiers class mission to the Trojan Asteroids at the Jupiter L4 point. The craft includes an advanced radioisotope power system (ARPS), an ion thruster system for primary propulsion, pulsed plasma thruster (PPT) system for attitude control, communications system, and small (20-50 kg) science payload. The design uses a truss structure to help minimize the mass of the spacecraft. The spacecraft mass equipment list is shown in Table 3 .
The ARPS in its baseline configuration provides 750 We of power for propulsion and approximately 60 We for housekeeping functions. However, the full 810 We of power is available for housekeeping, science, and communications during non-thrusting periods of the mission. The ARPS system is assumed to have a specific power of 8 We/kg 12 in order to scale the spacecraft to higher power levels for this study, and the structure is scaled as 14% of the total spacecraft dry mass. Table 2 illustrates the scaling of the REP spacecraft from 0.81 kWe to 3.06 kWe. The ion propulsion system includes a mix of existing and in-development hardware designs. The two thrusters included in this configuration are 20 cm diameter thrusters, which currently exist only as a lab model design at NASA GRC. The two power processing units (PPUs) and the digital control and interface unit (DCIU) are based on the design of the NEXT PPU and DCIU. The ion thruster xenon feed system is a design developed by VACCO under a contract from NASA. A composite over-wrapped tank with a titanium liner and capacity of approximately 350 kg of xenon completes the electric propulsion system. I SP s for the ion system are 3000 to 5000 s and were optimized for the analyses in this paper.
The PPT system is needed to provide attitude control for the spacecraft over long periods of time. The Teflon ® fueled PPTs and their PPU are based on components developed under a NASA contract with Unison Industries that are presently undergoing life evaluation at NASA Glenn
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. The PPTs provide roll-control during periods of ion engine thrusting and three-axis control during coast and science periods.
The communications system is mostly composed of components that are fully developed or will be by the time they are needed for a flight program. These include a 2.1 m high-gain antenna under development for the New Horizons mission to Pluto and the Kuiper Belt, a low-gain antenna, Ka-band traveling wave tube, and X-band solidstate amplifier among other pertinent communications equipment.
The science package chosen for the REP concept study includes instruments important for studies of the Trojan Asteroids, but can be modified within the same range of mass and power for other interplanetary science missions. The instruments included in the REP concept study are the Mercury Dual Imaging System, Surface Composition Spectrometer, Gamma Ray and Neutron Spectrometer, and an Energetic Particle and Plasma Spectrometer.
For this study the REP propulsion system is assumed integrated with the Neptune science spacecraft. Two options are explored; REP only for capture via a spiral-in and REP combined with a chemical system to capture at Neptune.
Solar Electric Propulsion Stage
The SEP stage design is the design conceived for the NEXT Team-X study completed in October 2003 14 (see Fig. 2 ). It consists of a large solar array system that powers a NEXT ion propulsion system. It also includes the required structure and thermal control. The SEP stage does not include avionics or attitude control hardware, as these functions are to be controlled by the attached orbiter. The total dry mass of the baseline SEP module is The NEXT ion propulsion system consists of the hardware developed under the NEXT project. The thruster is a 40 cm beam diameter ion thruster that operates at up to 7 kWe of input power 15 . The NEXT program is also developing the PPU 16 and xenon propellant management system 17 designs. The tank is assumed to be a single ultralight composite tank kept cold by layers of thermal multi-layer insulation. The baseline SEP stage configuration includes up to four operating thrusters and PPUs and one spare of each for a total of five thrusters and PPUs. The thrusters are switched on and off as solar array power changes with distance to the Sun.
The science orbiter propelled by the SEP stage consists of several options for this study. The non-REP science orbiters include a 500 kg bus and science mass including 200 W of power 18 . This was the mass assumed in the previous SEP-aerocapture studies and is assumed to include all science, power, propulsion, communications, avionics, etc. needed for an extended science mission in orbit of Neptune with flybys of Triton. In addition this 500 kg orbiter must provide attitude control for the combined SEP/orbiter (approximate total of 3000 kg), a separation system, and thermal system for the extremes of Venus to Neptune. In addition to the 500 kg orbiter an additional aerocapture system (approximately 250 kg) as well as a chemical system (approximately 100 kg) to raise the periapsis of the aerocapture orbit out of the Neptune upper atmosphere is required. No breakdowns for this 500 kg orbiter mass were available (except an approximate 50 kg science mass) from the SEP-aerocapture studies. It is assumed that the design uses similar technologies and margins to the REP design to make the two orbiters comparable in required function. (Further studies are warranted to break out all of the various different function depending upon scenario and assess the mass impacts.) For the All Chemical, REP, and REP/Chemical options the science orbiter will have the appropriate propulsion system(s) integrated with the spacecraft.
Configurations Utilizing a Chemical Capture System
Several configurations utilize a chemical propulsion stage to capture into Neptune orbit. This system is assumed to be an advanced pressure-fed, Earth storable bipropellant chemical propulsion stage with an I SP of 328 s 19 . The dry mass of the chemical system is assumed to be 11% of the mass of propellant required 19 .
B. Launch Vehicle
Two launch vehicles are examined as part of this study. When comparing the performance of different spacecraft (i.e. REP vs. SEP-REP), a Delta IV M+ (4,2) is used. This Delta IV launch vehicle was chosen because of its use in the NEXT design reference mission studies. A secondary part of this study was performed to see the benefit of changing launch vehicles to an Atlas V 551. This launch vehicle was chosen because of its use as the baseline launch vehicle in the aforementioned REP concept study. Similar performance to the Atlas V 551 could be achieved using a Delta IV M+ (5,4). For configurations not using the SEP stage, a high excess escape energy (C 3 ) launch was performed with a Star 48 motor topping the Delta and Atlas launch vehicles. Such high-energy escapes are needed for REP related mission scenarios not using SEP. The performance of these vehicles with and without the Star 48 motor can be seen in Fig. 3 .
III. Mission Analyses

A. Mission Descriptions
Two general mission profiles are used for this study, SEP stage injection and high-energy launch vehicle injection. The SEP stage injection launches approximately 3000 kg to a departure C 3 of approximately 10 km 2 /s 2 . It then performs a Venus flyby to increase the spacecraft's velocity and propel it to the Neptune encounter (see Fig 4) . The high-energy launch scenario launches from 450 to 700 kg to departure C 3 s of 140 to 75 km 2 /s 2 . The high-energy launch provides most of the energy needed to reach Neptune 24 (see Fig. 5 ).
Two different final orbits are attained at Neptune, depending on the capture technique. Aerocapture, chemical, and combined REP/Chemical capture attain a highly elliptic orbit around Neptune with periodic flybys of Neptune's moon, Triton. This orbit is 6191 km by 330,000 km altitude. REP capture without chemical propulsion utilizes the electric propulsion system to spiral to the same orbit as Triton and then into a Triton orbit as the final science orbit.
B. Trajectory Optimization and Analysis
Trajectory design and optimization was completed using the Direct Trajectory Optimization Method (DTOM) code. As the name suggests, the DTOM is a direct method for obtaining optimal, low-thrust, interplanetary trajectories 25 . The DTOM numerically integrates the three-dimensional equations of motion using modified equinoctial orbital elements to accommodate circular orbits (eccentricity of 0) 26 . The parameterized continuous-time control, thrust and coast lengths, launch date scaling factor, and Earth-escape parameters define the generic design space. More specialized problems can be defined with planetary gravity assists, loiter periods at the target body (used for sample-return missions), optimization of power level and specific impulse (either single value or parameterized continuous-time profile), and specialized thruster system models. Previous REP trajectories have been verified with the more widely used VARITOP trajectory optimization code 27 . The total trip times of the different configurations were used for comparison. In the cases where an REP spacecraft was part of the configuration, the power level into the PPUs was varied between 0.75 kWe and 3.0 kWe, and the appropriate dry mass was added, to complete the trade of trip time versus REP spacecraft power. REP spacecraft power, in this case, is defined as the power into the PPUs plus 60 We of housekeeping power available for spacecraft operation during ion thruster cruise. The baseline case used for comparison was the SEP-Aerocapture case with a trip time of approximately 10.5 years to a final Neptune orbit. This baseline case delivers a spacecraft with a mass of approximately 500 kg as described in the spacecraft analysis section.
C. Performance of the Various Spacecraft Configurations
Trip times of the previously described spacecraft configurations ranged from 10 to 20 years when launched on a Delta IV M+ (4,2) (see Fig. 6 ). The SEP-Aerocapture configuration achieved the minimum time to Neptune orbit of 10.4 years, and the REP took the longest time. However, the worst performing configuration was the direct allchemical spacecraft with a trip time of 12 years, this all-chemical configuration could only deliver an insufficient 80 kg spacecraft to Neptune. The REP-Chem, SEP-Chem, and SEP-REP-Chem configurations delivered their The REP configurations employing the chemical capture stage were relatively stable with changing spacecraft power levels as compared to those using REP as the capture means. The trip times decreased by approximately one year for the chemical capture cases and approximately 4 years for the REP capture cases with an increase of 1.5 kWe. However, the trip time curves flatten out dramatically above 1.5 kWe, diminishing the trip time savings associated with higher spacecraft power.
Examining the spacecraft configurations' mass breakdowns (see Fig. 7 ), conclusions can be drawn about the performance shown in Fig. 6 . Usage of the launch vehicle is determined by the existence of the SEP stage. Configurations with the SEP stage launch to a low departure C 3 , approximately 10 km 2 /s 2 , to accommodate the high mass of the configuration whereas those without launch to a high departure C 3 , approximately 80-140 km 2 /s 2 , to accommodate their much lower mass. That is, the SEP stage provides much of the energy, in conjunction with a Venus flyby, needed to reach Neptune, whereas the configurations without the SEP stage utilize the launch vehicle to provide most of the energy needed to reach Neptune without a Venus flyby. A second conclusion that the mass breakdown makes apparent is the relative performance of capturing using a chemical propulsion system versus the electric propulsion system. The total masses of the REP and REP-Chem and the SEP-REP and SEP-REP-Chem are very close, however the trip times of the configurations using a chemical propulsion system to capture are more than 2 years shorter. Up until the capture, the performance of these systems is fairly equal, but because of the different means of capture, the capture time is dramatically different. A chemical propulsion system can complete the capture maneuver and deliver the spacecraft to its final orbit in a matter of hours, whereas the electric propulsion system takes months or years to deliver the spacecraft. The relative scientific value of the different orbits -flybys of Triton using a chemical capture versus orbiting Triton need to be assessed.
The arrival C 3 (see Fig. 7 ) also helps to explain the performance of these configurations. The high arrival C 3 of the SEP-Aerocapture configuration and its low mass compared to other SEP configurations is the reason for the short comparative trip time to Neptune. The Chem and SEP-Chem configurations cannot accommodate as high of an arrival C 3 because of the low I SP of the chemical system and therefore the amount of propellant required for capture at Neptune. Comparing REP versus REP-Chem and SEP-REP versus SEP-REP-Chem, one can see that the shortened trip time of the chemical capture configurations results in non-zero arrival C 3 s. Thus in these chemical capture configurations, the REP system is not required to remove as much energy from the spacecraft trajectory in favor of the chemical system performing a short capture burn near Neptune to remove the energy. The capture is performed more efficiently and quicker near Neptune as opposed to more than a year of spiraling with the ion thrusters to reach the final science orbit. The I SP of the REP ion system was optimized by DTOM in each of the analyses. Total propulsion system performance (efficiency) was varied based on required I sp by the function: Efficiency = (bb * I sp 2 ) / (I sp 2 + dd 2 ) where bb = 0.8358 and dd = 2152.99 seconds. This trend is representative of sub-kilowatt thruster test data at similar power levels [28] [29] [30] [31] .
Optimal REP ion thruster I SP s for the REP and REPChem spacecraft are between 4000 and 5500 s whereas the REP ion thruster optimal I SP s for the SEP-REP and SEP-REP-Chem configurations are between 2800 and 4500 s (see Fig. 8 ), and in each case increase with spacecraft power level. I SP s are higher for the non-SEP configurations, because the REP ion thrusters are performing more of the total mission v than in the configurations with SEP, thus more efficient use of the propellant is required. The constrained launch mass of the high departure C 3 non-SEP configurations also demands more efficient use of the onboard propellant.
D. Launch Vehicle Performance
Increasing the launch vehicle size from a Delta IV M+ (4,2) to an Atlas V 551 has trip time benefits for each of the configurations examined (see Fig. 9 ). Trip times decreased for non-SEP configurations by approximately three years, irrespective of the spacecraft power level. The SEP-Aerocapture trip time only decreased by 1.5 months due to the number of constraints on that trajectory (i.e. Venus flyby and maximum aerocapture velocity), which is the case for the other SEP configurations, also. Changing launch vehicles from the Delta IV M+ (4,2) to the Atlas V 551 increases the launch vehicle cost by approximately $20 million (2001 dollars) 32 , but with REP power levels around 1.5 kWe, the performance of the REP-Chem configuration is comparable to SEPAerocapture and even attains shorter total trip times than the SEP-REPChem configuration launched on a Delta IV M+ (4,2).
IV. Conclusion
Combinations of SEP, REP, and chemical propulsion systems, as well as aerocapture, were applied to a Neptune Orbiter mission. REP spacecraft power levels were varied to allow examination of the effect of REP power level on total mission trip time. When launched on a Delta IV M+ (4,2), the SEP-Aerocapture configuration delivered the spacecraft to its final Neptune orbit in the least amount of time. The best-performing configurations with REP delivered the spacecraft to its final orbit with trip times 2-4 years longer than the SEP-Aerocapture configuration. Increasing the power level of the REP configurations did decrease total trip time with moderate power increases, but the benefit diminished with power levels over 1.5 kWe. The benefit of an increase in launch vehicle size, from a Delta IV M+ (4,2) to an Atlas V 551, was also analyzed. The larger launch vehicle decreases the non-SEP configurations' trip times by approximately 3 years, independent of REP power level. The larger launch vehicle shortens the trip time of the REP-Chem configuration to within approximately 1 year of the SEP-Aerocapture configuration.
By no means was this study of the fidelity that is required for a flight program, but it does show the effects of the implementation of these technologies individually and in cooperation with each other. Only one mission was examined, but similar performance changes can be expected for similar outer solar system missions. Future work, if requested, can focus on adding more detail to the spacecraft designs. Currently, only the all-REP spacecraft and the SEP stage have been studied in sufficient depth to provide reliable mass estimates. As part of this study, assumptions were made to estimate the mass change in response to the configuration changes.
There appears to be promise in further investigation into the REP-Chem spacecraft. Not only does it deliver the spacecraft to Neptune with comparable trip times to the SEP-Aerocapture configuration, but it also provides a spacecraft with more power and a fully functional electric propulsion system. This REP system could also provide the capability to change orbits and complete the science investigations at Neptune and its moon Triton.
